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The evolution of plants exhibiting different sexes, or dioecy, is correlated with

a number of ecological and life-history traits such as woody growth form and

animal-dispersed seeds, but the underlying causes of these associations are

unclear. Previous work in seed plants has suggested that the evolution of

fleshy cones or seeds may favour dioecy. In this study, we use a well-sampled

molecular phylogeny of conifers to show that although dioecy and fleshiness

strongly co-occur at the species level, this relationship has not resulted from

numerous separate origins of this trait combination or from differential rates

of diversification. Instead, we suggest that two character combinations—

the ancestral dry-monoecious condition and the derived fleshy-dioecious

condition—have persisted in conifers longer than other combinations over

evolutionary time. The persistence of these trait combinations appears to

reflect differences in the rate of successful transition into and out of these char-

acter states over time, as well as the geographical restriction of species with rare

combinations and their consequent vulnerability to extinction. In general, we

argue that such persistence explanations should be considered alongside ‘key

innovation’ hypotheses in explaining the phylogenetic distribution of traits.
1. Introduction
Seed plants exhibit a wide array of breeding systems, ranging from species with

individual plants that produce both seeds and pollen to those that produce

only one or the other [1,2]. The causes and consequences of this diversity have

been the subject of a large body of research, particularly in regards to the evol-

ution of solely unisexual individuals, a condition known as dioecy in plants

[3–5]. Although originally viewed simply as a mechanism to prevent inbreeding,

it has long been appreciated that dioecy is correlated with a variety of ecological

or life-history traits, such as tropical distribution, woody growth habit and abiotic

pollination [6–9]. Coupled with the relative rarity of dioecy (around 6% of flower-

ing plant species [8]), these associations suggest that the repeated evolution of

separate seed- and pollen-bearing plants (more than 100 times within flowering

plants [10]) may be a response to specific environmental or ecological circum-

stances. Analyses of these correlations, however, have been confounded by the

difficulty of establishing the phylogenetic sequence of acquisition of the relevant

traits [2,11].

Seed dispersal biology represents another important trait that is associated

with breeding system [6,7,12], but whose interpretation has been controversial

[11]. Givnish [7] noted a strong correlation at the species, genus and family

levels between dioecy and the presence of fleshy or succulent tissues in the

seeds or cones of non-flowering seed plants (‘gymnosperms’), which attract

animal seed dispersers [13,14]. Givnish then developed a conceptual model of

female and male fitness as a function of reproductive effort, illustrating how indi-

viduals devoting more resources to the production of fleshy cones or seeds would

disproportionately gain in fitness by attracting more animals to disperse their

seeds [7, also see 12]. Such circumstances could create an opportunity for unisex-

ual individuals to invade ancestrally mixed populations. More recent modelling
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has also shown that successful dispersal of a high proportion of

propagules through animal dispersal can favour the evolution

of stable dioecious populations [4,15,16].

Donoghue [11], however, questioned the correlation that

stimulated Givnish’s initial evolutionary model. He suggested

that the large number of fleshy, dioecious species might instead

result from higher diversification rates in just a few clades with

these traits, and thus their correlation may not reflect a direct

ecological interaction between them. Although later studies

have suggested that dioecy may be linked with diversification,

the relationship is not generally straightforward. For example,

dioecious clades are less diverse overall than flowering plants

with other breeding systems [17], but those that possess mul-

tiple traits traditionally correlated with dioecy, particularly

fleshy seeds or fruits, appear to be more diverse than their

sister clades [18].

Recent advances in phylogenetics, especially in terms of

building and analysing large trees, allow us to explore these

interactions within a much more detailed phylogenetic context.

In this study, we use a large, well-sampled molecular phylo-

geny of conifers [19] to test the correlation between dioecy

and fleshy seeds or cones. Conifers have several potential

advantages for this type of study. They are an old and diverse

group, with approximately 630 extant species and a fossil

record stretching back 300 million years [20], but many aspects

of their biology are less variable than those of flowering plants,

making correlations easier to interpret. For example, conifers

are all wind-pollinated trees or shrubs, and their reproductive

organs are borne on separate pollen-producing or seed-

producing cones [21]. Conifers do, however, vary in their breed-

ing system from species where individuals produce both types

of cone, a condition termed monoecy, to those that are dioe-

cious, with individuals bearing only one type. In this

relatively simple system, we show that the abundance of dioe-

cious species with fleshy cones results from neither increased

net diversification rates nor numerous independent origins of

this combination of traits. Rather, our analyses favour an expla-

nation based on the long-term persistence of both the fleshy-

dioecious and dry-monoecious character state combinations.
2. Material and methods
This study uses our previously published time-calibrated conifer

phylogeny that sampled 489 species, or approximately 80% of

living conifer diversity [19]. Based on published literature, we

scored each species in the dataset for two characters—seed/cone

type (dry, fleshy) and breeding system (monoecy, dioecy)—or for

a single combined character state (dry-monoecy, fleshy-monoecy,

dry-dioecy and fleshy-dioecy). In this study, ‘dry’ refers to species

whose seed cones are either woody or heavily sclerified at maturity

(i.e. at the time of seed dispersal), whereas ‘fleshy’ propagules are

succulent, pulpy or otherwise indehiscent at maturity, reflecting

their role in biotic seed dispersal. Although we have been unable

to sample all extant conifer species, the relative frequency of the

various character states is similar to that of conifers as a whole

(see electronic supplementary material for further details).

We first examined the minimum number of character state

transitions for individual and combined character states inferred

under parsimony. We next used maximum-likelihood methods

to reconstruct character evolution, using two broad classes of

models that differed in whether transitions between states

occurred at equal rates or whether they were allowed to vary.

Within these categories, we fit models where cone type and breed-

ing system evolve independently and those where they evolve as
combined character states. For the combined character states, we

tested five separate models: one in which all transitions between

states can occur, one in which all transitions occur except simul-

taneous shifts in two traits (e.g. dry-monoecy to fleshy-dioecy)

and three different sequences in which the fleshy-dioecious state

specifically evolves through a fleshy-monoecious intermediate

state. These three sequences differed in the degree of irreversibility

once a lineage transitioned away from the dry-monoecious character

state (see electronic supplementary material).

We further used these likelihood models to quantify the

amount of time spent in each character state through stochastic

character mapping, a simulation-based method that samples char-

acter histories from a posterior distribution conditioned on the

transition rate estimates from the best-fit model. We generated a

sample of 1000 likely discrete character histories using phytools
[22], and for each tree, we summed the time spent in each state

along all tree edges. All other character reconstruction analyses

were carried out using the phangorn [23] and corHMM [24]

packages written for R [25].

The relative abundance of any particular character state

could be the product of asymmetric transitions rates, as implied

by the models discussed above. Differences in diversification,

however, could equally influence the distribution of character

states; for example, monoecious clades with dry seed cones

might be common because they have higher diversification

rates. Furthermore, both these processes could work together

to generate observed character frequencies. We therefore used

the binary state speciation and extinction model (BiSSE; [26]), a

method that obtains joint estimates of speciation, extinction

and transition rates for the two binary characters (dry versus

fleshy; monoecy versus dioecy). We then used MuSSE, the multi-

state implementation of BiSSE [27], to analyse the combined

character states. A large, well-sampled tree is ideal for these

methods, because they can lack sufficient statistical power in

trees containing fewer than several hundred species [28,29].

MuSSE analyses used the same set of five combined character

models as in the likelihood analyses described above, but in this

case, each combined character state has associated speciation and

extinction rates. We analysed BiSSE and MuSSE models in a Baye-

sian framework, using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods to

obtain posterior distributions for the parameters estimated under

each model. In all cases, the Markov chain was run for 10 000

steps, with the first 2500, steps removed as burn-in, resulting in

7500 samples comprising the marginal posterior distribution for

each parameter in any given model. In order to select among the

different models tested, we computed the deviance information

criterion (DIC) for each model, which is a Bayesian analogue of

Akaike’s information criterion (AIC; see the electronic supplemen-

tary material). We focus here on net diversification rate (speciation

rate–extinction rate), because studies have suggested that BiSSE

and MuSSE models recover this parameter with greater confidence

than specific speciation or extinction rates [30,31]. All analyses

described above were carried out in the R package diversitree [27].

Finally, we tested for shifts in diversification rate indepen-

dently of whether or not they were associated with character

state changes, using the step-wise AIC framework proposed by

Alfaro et al. [32] and implemented in the R package turbo-
MEDUSA. This likelihood-based method measures the fit of

shifts in net diversification rate, added in a stepwise manner,

until the addition of new parameters exhausts the information con-

tained within the tree.
3. Results
Parsimony reconstructions indicate that dry cones are plesio-

morphic in conifers, with shifts to fleshy cones occurring

between three and five times, and shifts back to dry cones

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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occurring between one and three times (depending on how

ambiguous nodes are optimized; figure 1a). Breeding system

appears to be more labile, with transitions to dioecy occurr-

ing between 10 and 13 times, and shifts back to the ancestral

monoecious condition occurring between six and nine times

(figure 1a). Two combinations of individual character

states—dry-monoecy and fleshy-dioecy—are found most fre-

quently in extant species, although alternative combinations

(fleshy-monoecy, dry-dioecy) occur sporadically (figure 1a).

Similar patterns were recovered in the analyses of the com-

bined character states, which infer transitions between most

of the character states (figure 1b).

Maximum-likelihood methods reconstructed a somewhat

different pattern of character evolution because the best-

supported model was a combined character state model in

which simultaneous trait shifts between states did not occur

(see electronic supplemental materials, table S2). Intermediate

character states were therefore intercalated between observed

multistate transitions, such as fleshy-monoecy between dry-

monoecy and fleshy-dioecy. Models with cone type and

breeding system evolving independently were not strongly

supported (see electronic supplemental material, table S2).

Instead, the probability of evolving monoecy or dioecy appears

to be dependent on whether cones are fleshy or dry [33].

Stochastic character maps based on the best-supported likeli-

hood model suggest that conifers have spent much more

total time in the dry-monoecious and fleshy-dioecious states

than in the other states (figure 1c).

Transition rates between character states inferred from

the best-fit likelihood model (see electronic supplemental

material, table S3) were broadly consistent with those esti-

mated from the best-fit MuSSE model. We show here only

results from the latter, because this model also assesses diver-

sification. Transition rates among the combined character

states were generally low (figure 1d ), but transitions away

from the uncommon character states (3–6 in figure 1d )

were higher on average than transitions away from the

common states, particularly the shift from fleshy-monoecy

to fleshy-dioecy. MuSSE results also suggest that net diversi-

fication rates do not differ significantly among the character

combinations (figure 1e), although precise values for fleshy-

monoecy and dry-dioecy are difficult to estimate due to

their rarity. It is worth noting, however, that a MuSSE

model in which net diversification rate was constrained to

be the same for all of the combined character states received

almost as much support as the best-fit model (see electronic

supplemental material, table S5). BiSSE results likewise

suggested that neither cone type nor breeding system on

their own were associated with higher net diversification

rates (see electronic supplementary material, table S4).
4. Discussion
Two potential explanations for the prevalence of dioecious

species with fleshy propagules in conifers are that this combi-

nation of traits either arose many times independently or that

these traits individually or jointly increase net diversification.

Our results suggest that the distribution of character states in

the conifers does not result from either of these processes. Tran-

sitions among character states occur relatively infrequently,

whether reconstructed using parsimony or maximum likeli-

hood, and the distribution of traits suggests that dioecy has
evolved less than 10 times within fleshy lineages (figure

1a,b). In terms of diversification, neither dioecy nor fleshiness

is associated with higher net diversification rates, and the

fleshy-dioecious combination likewise does not show elevated

net diversification (figure 1a,e). It is also noteworthy that

dioecy in conifers is not associated with lower species richness

or with significantly lower net diversification rates, in contrast

to results from some studies of angiosperms [17,34].

An alternative explanation for the prevalence of fleshy-

dioecious species, as well as of monoecious species with

dry cones, is that these character combinations are simply

the most stable reproductive strategies and they therefore

appear in the largest number of conifer species. This

interpretation is consistent with previous modelling studies

suggesting that monoecy is an effective reproductive strategy

for sessile organisms such as plants [4,7], but that efficient

long-distance dispersal of seeds can favour dioecy as it over-

comes the deleterious ‘seed-shadow effect’ in which offspring

establish beneath parent plants [15,16,34]. In the model

presented by Givnish for gymnosperms, selection should

specifically operate against a mutant monoecious plant that

appears within a fleshy-dioecious population as well as against

strictly male or female mutants in a dry-monoecious popula-

tion [7] (T. Givnish 2013, personal communication). Overall,

these models suggest that the prevalence of the dry-monoecious

and fleshy-dioecious states in conifers reflects the general

advantage of these two reproductive strategies, whereas other

combinations are either selected against or rapidly transition

to alternative states.

Our results support some of the major predictions of these

models. For example, we infer that species accumulate over

time in the dry-monoecious and fleshy-dioecious character

states, because transition rates away from them are low

(figure 1c,d). Additionally, the elevated transition rate between

the fleshy-monoecious and fleshy-dioecious states is consistent

with fleshiness rapidly promoting the evolution of dioecy, as

predicted by the Givnish model [7, see also 13]. Other aspects

of conifer reproductive biology also suggest that the fleshy-

dioecious combination may represent a stable strategy. For

instance, the major fleshy-dioecious lineages (Juniperus, Podo-

carpaceae and Taxaceae) have highly reduced cones that often

contain only a single seed, which is consistent with theoretical

predictions on the allocation of resources that would maintain

stable dioecy [15].

In other ways, however, our results conflict with expec-

tations based on previous models. Character combinations

such as fleshy-monoecy and dry-dioecy, which are not

expected to be successful strategies, have arisen repeatedly in

conifers. In fact, the minimum number of times that these com-

binations have originated is roughly similar to that of the more

common character states. In particular, we note that fleshy-

monoecy has evolved from the fleshy-dioecious condition at

least seven times, and dry-dioecy has evolved from the dry-

monoecious condition at least five times (figure 1b). These

results suggest that all combinations of traits can and do

evolve under certain circumstances, but that only dry-monoecy

and fleshy-dioecy tend to persist. Although selection operat-

ing within populations may contribute to the stability and

widespread distribution of the common character states, it

appears that this mechanism alone does not provide an

adequate explanation for the origin and distribution of all

the various trait combinations in conifers, including the

appearance of dioecy in many clades.
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Figure 1. (a) Phylogenetic distribution of cone type (dry, fleshy) and breeding system (monoecy, dioecy) in extant conifers. The number of transitions between individual cone
and breeding system states are counts based on parsimony reconstructions, with the difference between the minimum and maximum number due to ambiguous nodes given in
parentheses. Numbered yellow circles indicate nodes that are associated with an increase in diversification rate based on the MEDUSA analysis (1, Juniperusþ Cupressus sensu
lato clade; 2, New Caledonian Araucaria clade; 3, Podocarpus clade; 4, Pinus þ Piceae þ Cathaya clade; 5, clade of Abies not including A. bracteata and A. mariesii). (b) Minimum
number of observed transitions among the combined character states as reconstructed using parsimony, with the maximum number provided in the parentheses. (c) Persistence
of the four combined character states based on stochastic character mapping. Distributions for each state represent different persistence times calculated for 1000 separate
character maps. Frequency is an arbitrary measure scaled to the median of each distribution. (d ) Transition rates among combined character states based on the best-fit
MuSSE model. A schematic of this model is shown in the upper right hand corner of the panel, with numbers identifying the various character state transitions (DM, dry-monoecy;
FM, fleshy-monoecy; DD, dry-dioecy; FD, fleshy-dioecy). (e) Net diversification rate (speciation rate – extinction rate) for each combination of character states based on the best-fit
MuSSE model. Error bars in (d,e) represent 95% credibility intervals calculated from the posterior distribution of parameter estimates (see Material and methods).
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Differential extinction among clades may represent an

additional factor shaping the observed distribution of charac-

ter states, both in terms of their actual occurrence and in

terms of our ability to reconstruct their evolution. Simulation

studies have shown that extinction can decrease the statistical

power of BiSSE or MuSSE models; and in particular, high

extinction in clades with uncommon characters can also

inflate transition rates to more common states [28]. Although

direct fossil evidence of breeding system is extremely rare in

the conifers, extinction does not appear to be specifically

associated with uncommon reproductive strategies. In the

Northern Hemisphere, for example, a number of extant

genera underwent significant range contraction, and possi-

bly species extinction, during the Neogene (e.g. Cathaya,

Pseudolarix, Taiwania [35,36]), but these groups appear to

have been monoecious with dry cones. The current distri-

bution of the dry-dioecy trait combination, on the other

hand, is more likely to have been directly influenced by

extinction. This combination has nearly always evolved in

the Southern Hemisphere (at least six separate times in three

unrelated lineages), particularly clades that live in temperate

environments [37–39]. Regardless of the specific factors that

may have favoured the origin of this trait combination, the

limited areal extent of these environments, coupled with

the significant contraction during the Pleistocene of wet tem-

perate forests where most of these clades live [40,41], has

likely contributed to the rarity of the dry-dioecy combination

in extant conifers. As the extant dry-dioecious species are
diverse in reproductive biology, producing wind, water and

occasionally animal-dispersed seeds [42], their rarity is un-

likely to reflect extinction related to the possession of specific

reproductive traits.

Much more work is required on the specific ecological

conditions that select for the various breeding systems and

cone types in conifers. In this regard, the large and actively

diversifying clade Juniperus may be a promising study system

because it exhibits a spectrum of breeding systems from pure

monoecy to pure dioecy, even though dioecious species with

fleshy cones broadly characterize the clade [43]. We stress, how-

ever, that population-level evolutionary explanations need to be

combined with a consideration of macroevolutionary dynamics

such as the biogeography-vulnerability hypothesis outlined

above. Moreover, we need to expand the set of possible mech-

anisms beyond simple differences in diversification rate to

also consider evolutionary persistence in time and space as a

legitimate explanation for phylogenetic patterns. Although

such persistence explanations are somewhat subtle, and lack

the immediate appeal of ‘key innovation’ hypotheses, they

may nevertheless be crucial in accounting for the phylogenetic

distribution of many biological features of interest.
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